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Abstract—Interpolation-based approaches for image enlargement 

generally suffer from the problem of blurry and jagged edge. To 

deal with the problem, this paper presents an edge aware grey 

image enlargement approach (EAGIE) which is based on one-

dimensional grey polynomial interpolation (1-D GPI). The 

proposed EAGIE consists of four stages: (i) Canny edge detection, 

(ii) edge pixel interpolation, (iii) edge adjacent pixel interpolation, 

and (iv) non-edge pixel interpolation. In the EAGIE, the three 

groups of pixels are used to find interpolated pixels with the 1-D 

GPI. The proposed EAGIE is verified and compared with 

popular 2-D interpolation approaches. Simulation results 

indicate that the proposed EAGIE has better edge performance 

than the compared approaches. This suggests the EAGIE is able 

to relieve the problem of blurry and jagged edge in interpolation-

based approaches for image enlargement. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Image enlargement is a technique to generate a higher 
resolution image from a lower resolution one. Some 
applications of image enlargement are videoconference [1], 
medical imaging [2], and digital photographs [3-4]. From the 
viewpoint of digital signal processing, image enlargement can 
be considered as a re-sampling problem [5]. To resample a 
digital signal, an interpolator is required. Popular interpolation 
schemes for image enlargement are the nearest neighbor 
interpolation (NNI), the bilinear interpolation (BLI), and the 
bicubic interpolation (BCI) [6]. These interpolators are 2-D 
polynomials of zero-, first-, and third-order, respectively. In 
general, a polynomial interpolator with higher order has better 
performance. Since those interpolators result in blur and jagged 
edge problems, recently many researchers have put their efforts 
on edges of interpolated images. Several edge enhancement 
algorithms for image enlargement have been proposed. In [1], a 
threshold was set to classify an image into two categories: 
homogenous and edge areas. For different areas, different 
interpolators were used to reduce jagged edges in enlarged 
images. In [7-9], a method to deal with jagged problem in an 

enlarged image was reported. First, edges are located by Canny 
edge detector. Then the direction on edge pixels was 
determined based on horizontal and vertical derivatives. By the 
direction, the edge pixel was modified by averaging neighbor 
pixels. In [10], an edge-forming scheme based on non-convex 
nonlinear partial differential equations was presented to reduce 
blur and jagged edges in interpolated images. In [11], an error-
amended sharp edge based on modified bilinear interpolation 
was proposed. To reduce the blur and jagged edges in enlarged 
images, the interpolation error theorem was applied to modify 
edge pixels. In [12], directional filters were used to find 
estimates of an interpolated pixel. Then the estimates were 
fused by linear minimum mean square-error estimation. By this 
doing, edges of enlarged images were enhanced. In [13], the 
one-dimensional grey polynomial interpolation (1-D GPI) was 
proposed for image enlargement. However, the enlarged image 
by the 1-D GPI is inherent of blur and jagged edges. In this 
paper, we will propose an edge enhancement scheme to 
incorporate into the GPI. The approach is called edge aware 
grey image enlargement (EAGIE). 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II., 1-D GPI 
is briefly reviewed. Next, the proposed EAGIE is described in 
Section III. Then, examples are provided to verify the proposed 
EAGIE in Section IV. Finally, conclusion is made in Section V. 

II. REVIEW OF 1-D GPI 

In this section, the one-dimensional polynomial 

interpolation (1-D PI) is briefly reviewed in Section II-A. 

For details, one may consult [14]. Based on 1-D PI, then 

the 1-D GPI proposed in [13] for image enlargement is 

given in Section II-B 

A. The 1-D PI 

Given the data  11)(  Lk,kx , the implementation 

steps for 1-D PI are described as follows. 

Step 1. Assume )(kx  is an L-order polynomial as  
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where
n

c , for Ln 0 , are the coefficients to be 

determined. 

Step 2. Substitute 11  Lk  into (1) as 

Vcx                             (2) 

where elements of x and V are )(kx  and 
1),(  jLkjkv  for 11,11  LkLj , 

respectively. Vector c has elements
n

c , for Ln 0 . 

Step 3. Find the interpolated data, )1(ˆ Mkx  , as 

01 )1()1()1(ˆ cMkcMkcMkx L
L          (3) 

where 
n

c  are the coefficients found in (2). 

Step 4. Obtain the final interpolated data as 

MMkxMkx  )1(ˆ)1(ˆ               (4) 

where M denotes an up sampling factor and is 
assumed an integer without the loss of generality. 

B. The 1-D GPI for image enlargement 

This section briefly reviews the image enlargement 
approach based on 1-D GPI in [13]. Assume a color image O 
has YCbCr format and is down sampled by the factor MM  . 

The down sampled image is denoted as
M

O . Since YCbCr 

components are processed separately in the 1-D GPI, thus only 
Y component is considered in the following. For Cb and Cr 
components, the steps can be applied equally well. The 
implementation steps for image enlargement in Y component 
by the 1-D GPI are given as follows. 

Step 1. On a row-by-row basis, the Y component in 
M

O  is 

segmented into (L+1)-point subsets and denoted as  

 11,)(  Lkkx                             (5) 

Step 2. Preprocess )(kx  by the first-order accumulated 

generating operation (1-AGO) as 
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Step 3. With )()1( kx , interpolated pixels )1(ˆ )1( Mkx   

are found by (3). 

Step 4. By the inverse of 1-AGO, find the )1(ˆ Mkx   as 

MkxMkxMkx  )](ˆ)(ˆ[)(ˆ )1()1( 11             (7) 

Step 5. By an   filter, the interpolated )1(ˆ Mkx   is 

modified as 

)(ˆ)()(ˆ)(ˆ MkxkxMkx 111                 (8) 

where 1α0  . 

Step 6. Similarly, on a column-by-column basis, Steps 1 
to 5 are applied to find interpolated pixels. 

Note that in Step 6 some original pixels are not available in 
the 1-D GPI. In the case, the interpolated pixels are used in the 

interpolation. The block diagram for the 1-D GPI is depicted in 
Fig. 1. 

1-AGO PI 1-IAGO
)(ˆ Mkx 1)(kx

         filter

Fig. 1 The block diagram for the1-D GPI 

III. THE PROPOSED EAGIE APPROACH 

Note that interpolation-based approaches of image 
enlargement generally suffer from the problem of blurry and 
jagged edges. The 1-D GPI proposed in [13] for image 
enlargement is inherent of the same problem. To deal with the 
problem, this section presents an edge aware grey image 
enlargement approach (EAGIE) where 1-D GPI is involved. 
The proposed EAGIE consists of four stages: (i) Canny edge 
detection, (ii) edge pixel interpolation, (iii) edge adjacent pixel 
interpolation, and (iv) non-edge pixel interpolation. The 
awareness of edge is achieved by Canny edge detection. With 
the edge information, pixels are classified three groups which 
are edge pixels, edge adjacent pixels, and non-edge pixels, 
respectively.  Then the three groups of pixels are used to find 
interpolated pixels with the 1-D GPI. The block diagram for 
the EAGIE is depicted in Fig. 2. The implementation steps for 
the EAGIE is given is Section III-A. An example to explain 
how the EAGIE works is given in Section III-B. 
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 Fig. 2 The block diagram for the proposed EAGIE 

A.  Implementation steps for the EAGIE 

Given a low resolution image
M

O , the implementation steps 

for the EAGIE are described as follows. 

Step 1. Obtain edge pixels in 
M

O  by Canny edge 

detection. 
Step 2. By the 1-D GPI, obtain interpolated edge pixels 

by the edge pixels found in Step 1 according to 
edge direction. 

Step 3. By the edge pixels found in Step 1, locate edge 
adjacent pixels. 

Step 4. By the 1-D GPI, obtain interpolated edge 
adjacent pixels by the located edge adjacent 
pixels found in Step 2 according to edge 
direction. 

Step 5. Obtain interpolated pixels other than edge pixels 
and edge adjacent pixels by the 1-D GPI as 
described in Section II-B by columns and rows. 

Step 6. Output a higher resolution image O with 
magnification factor MM × . 

B.  Example for the EAGIE  

Suppose a 44  image, as shown in the left of Fig. 3, is to 
be enlarged by factor 22  as shown in the right of Fig. 3 
where black dots stand for available pixels, gray dots for 

 



available edge pixels, and white dots for pixels to be 
interpolated, respectively. The results for steps described in III-
A are given as follows. 

 
Fig. 3 An example for the EAGIE 

First, the interpolated edge pixels are found by the first 
order 1-D GPI with the available edge pixels. The result is 
given in Fig. 4 where gray dots with bold circle are interpolated 
edge pixels. 

  
Fig. 4 The result after edge pixel interpolation 

Next, the edge adjacent pixels are interpolated according 
to the edge direction. The edge adjacent pixels to be 
interpolated with different directions are indicated by red 
circles in Fig. 5. The result is shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 

 
 

(a) vertical direction    (b) diagonal direction   (c) horizontal direction 

Fig. 5 Edge adjacent pixels to be interpolated 

        

 

 

Fig. 6 The result after edge adjacent pixel interpolation 

Finally, the rest of non-edge pixels, neither edge pixels nor 
edge adjacent pixels, are interpolated by the 1-D GPI row by 
row and then column by column. This completes the process of 
image enlargement by the EAGIE. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, the proposed EAGIE is justified through two 
examples which are  512512  color images Lena and Peppers. 

In the simulation, the two images are down sampled to 
256256 images first. Then the two images are up sampled 

back to the size 512512 by the EAGIE.  In the EAGIE, the 

first order 1-D GPI is employed. Two values of  are used. In 

edge adjacent pixel interpolation, 30. . For other pixels, 

5.0 . For comparison, the image enlargement approach 

reported in [13] is also applied to the examples where the 
second order 1-D GPI and 5.0  are used. Also, the popular 

2-D interpolation approaches, the NNI, the BLI and the BCI, 
are applied in the simulation for the purpose of comparison 
with the proposed EAGIE where both objective and subjective 
assessments are considered. 

In the simulation, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is 
used for objective assessment. Table 1 shows the PSNR of 
enlarged images by the NNI, the BLI, the BCI, the 1-D GPI, 
and the proposed EAGIE. For image Lena, the highest PSNR is 
for the proposed EAGIE which is a little bit better than the 1-D 
GPI and much better than the other compared approaches. For 
image Peppers, the 1-D GPI has best PSNR among the 
compared approaches where the proposed EAGIE has similar 
PSNR to the 1-D GPI. Also, the PSNR for the proposed 
EAGIE is much better than those in the NNI, the BLI, and the 
BCI. As indicated in Table 1, the highest PSNR is not always 
for the proposed EAGIE. However, the subjective assessment, 
i.e., visual quality, of the proposed EAGIE is found best in the 
given examples. 

For subjective assessment, a part of the original Lena and 
the corresponding parts of enlarged Lena by the NNI, the BLI, 
the BCI, the GPI in [13], and the proposed EAGIE are shown 
in Fig. 7.  As shown in Fig. 7(b), the enlarged image by the 
NNI is of jagged edges and that by the BLI is of blurry edges in 
Fig. 7(c). The enlarged image by the BCI is shown in Fig. 7(d) 
where less blurry and jagged edges are found when compared 
with those by the NNI and the BLI. That is, the BCI 
outperforms the NNI and the BLI with higher computational 
cost. In Fig. 7(e), the enlarged image by the second order 1-D 
GPI,  one may find blurry and jagged edges, as expected. As 
for the enlarged image shown in Fig. 7(f), one may perceive 
that the edges obtained by the proposed EAGIE are less blurry 
and jagged than those by the NNI, the BLI, the BCI, and the 1-
D GPI. For example, the edges of hat brim and shoulder in 
image Lena suggest that better edges are for the proposed 
EAGIE.  

Fig. 8 gives the results of Peppers from the NNI, the BLI, 
the BCI, the 1-D GPI, and the proposed EAGIE. Similar results 
are found as in image Lena. That is, the BCI has best 
performance among the 2-D interpolation approaches. As 
shown in Fig. 8, the edge performance of the proposed EAGIE 
is still better than the compared approaches, i.e., less blurry and 
jagged edges. For example, the shape of peppers from the 
proposed EAGIE is generally closer to the original one when 
compared with the corresponding parts from the compared 
approaches. In summary, simulation results suggest that the 
proposed EAGIE is able to relieve the problem of blurry and 
jagged edges in the given examples.  
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an edge aware grey image enlargement with 
the 1-D GPI was presented, which was called the EAGIE. In 
the proposed EAGIE, The awareness of edge was achieved by 
Canny edge detection. With the edge information, pixels were 
classified three groups: edge pixels, edge adjacent pixels, and 
non-edge pixels. Then the three groups of pixels were used to 
find interpolated pixels by the 1-D GPI. The proposed EAGIE 
was verified by two examples. In the simulation, the EAGIE 
was compared with the 1-D GPI approach itself and popular 2-
D interpolation approaches as well. Simulation results 
indicated that the proposed EAGIE had better edge 
performance than the compared approaches. Also, the enlarged 
images showed that the EAGIE was able to relieve the problem 
of blurry and jagged edges in the given examples. 
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Table 1.  Comparison of PSNR for NNI, BLI, BCI, 1-D GPI and EAGIE 

 Lena Peppers 

NNI 28.04 26.13 

BLI 29.58 28.05 

BCI 29.44 27.86 

1-D GPI 32.23 29.89 

EAGIE 32.26 29.62 



    
       (a) Original                               (b) NNI 

   

          (c) BLI                              (d) BCI 

   

       (e) 1-D GPI                         (f) EAGIE 

Fig. 7 Parts of image Lena obtained from (a) Original  (b) NNI  (c) BLI  (d) BCI  (e) 1-D GPI  (f) EAGIE 



   
       (a) Original                               (b) NNI 

   

          (c) BLI                              (d) BCI 

   

       (e) 1-D GPI                         (f) EAGIE 

Fig. 8 Parts of image Pepper obtained from (a) Original  (b) NNI  (c) BLI  (d) BCI  (e) 1-D GPI  (f) EAGIE 

 


